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Abstract

A patient is reported who was treated successfully for a left thalamic abscess that resulted in subcortical aphasia. A SPECT scan showed large areas of hypoperfusion in the cortex of the left hemisphere. At follow up after seven months there was marked improvement in the language disorder and the cortical hypoperfusion. It is suggested that aphasia in patients with subcortical lesions results from secondary cortical dysfunctions. The evidence is confined to patients with stroke lesions. The possible implications of this case on current theories of pathophysiological mechanisms, in particular the theories of penumbra, ischaemic strokes and the cortical diaschisis theory, are briefly discussed. Cortical diaschisis may be the appropriate explanation in this patient.

Aphasia may occur after lesions of deep subcortical structures. Patients with haemorrhagic and ischaemic strokes in the region of the basal ganglia of the dominant hemisphere have been extensively studied. 1-11 A relatively consistent picture has emerged, thus the concept of "subcortical aphasia". 12 Many issues, however, remain controversial. To date studies on subcortical aphasia have focused on stroke patients, thereby neglecting patients with nonvascular lesions. This omission might have influenced current theories about the mechanisms involved.

Language deficits following thalamotomy for Parkinsonism and related disorders have been well documented. 13-17 Aphasia as a sign of an intrathalamic tumour has been mentioned infrequently. 18-20 We describe a patient with subcortical aphasia from a thalamic abscess.

Case report

A 33 year old, right handed, physician was in good health until he developed a left retroorbital throbbing headache, associated with vomiting and mild fever. A few days later the headache improved, but he complained of double vision. His wife noticed a difficulty with his speech and a clumsiness in his right hand. Six days after the onset of the headache he was admitted to hospital.

Neurological examination showed the patient to be lethargic, but fully oriented and cooperative. His temperature was 37.7°C and there was no neck stiffness. Spontaneous speech was not fluent with grammatical errors and some paraphasias. The volume of his voice was considerably reduced. Object naming, repetition and reading were all impaired. In contrast, comprehension was well preserved. A mild right hemiparesis caused difficulty in writing. Calculations, finger naming and right-left orientation were normal. The remainder of the neurological examination showed a vertical gaze paresis.

A CT scan of the head with intravenous iomamide showed a mass lesion in the region of the left thalamus (fig 1a). There was marked ring enhancement, perifocal oedema and a slightly deviated third ventricle, but no enlargement of the ventricular system. Left carotid and vertebral angiography confirmed the presence of a mass lesion in the left thalamic region. There were no other angiographic abnormalities.

A CT guided stereotactic puncture of the lesion allowed aspiration of pus. Streptococcus milleri was identified as the infecting organism and the patient was treated with high doses of intravenous penicillin and metronidazole. Infected dental caries appeared as a probable source.

During the following weeks the patient's condition improved considerably, together with a progressive shrinkage of the abscess on CT and MRI (fig 1b). Four weeks after admission the patient had an extensive neuropsychological assessment, including detailed tests of language and cognitive functioning: Porch Index of Communicative Ability (subtest 1: P95-99; subtest 4: P99; subtest 5: P99; subtest a: P85-90; subtest B: P90), Token-test (59/61), Minnesota-test (problems with giving definitions), WAIS (verbal IQ 100; performance IQ 102), ADM (I: 30; while 37 is a minimum for his age; II: 19, while 27 is a minimum for his age), AVL (third trial 9, fifth trial 12, delayed recall trial 10, recognition trial 14), WMS [logical memory 13.5 (normal), paired associate learning 14 (normal)], BVRT [correct: 6 (normal=9); errors: 5 (normal=1)], Word Fluency (below P20), PRM (subtest 2: 3.3 SD -, subtest 6: 2 SD -, subtest 7: 4.3 SD all below that expected for his age and intelligence. 22 23 There was a mild residual aphasia, consisting mainly of a hesitant speech and word-finding impairments. In addition general intellectual functioning, memory, attention and visuospatial abilities were all affected to some degree. Neurological examination at that
The cortical dysfunction hypothesis may be criticised on several grounds. So far the evidence is rather scarce and confined to patients with haemorrhagic or ischaemic insults. It could be argued that studies on regional brain perfusion and metabolism in patients with cerebrovascular disease are flawed by confounding variables, such as previous cerebral infarctions and small vessel disease from chronic hypertension. Conversely in this patient with restricted space-occupying lesion, oedema and pressure effects have to be taken into account. It seems unlikely, however, that these factors induce a pattern of hypoperfusion at a distance from the lesion. In this patient large areas of hypoperfusion were found over the left hemisphere and the right cerebellum.

In general two different theories make an attempt to interpret the cortical disturbances in terms of underlying pathophysiological processes. Olsen et al suggest that the cortical dysfunctions result from an ischaemic penumbra. The latter refers to an area of hypoperfusion located adjacent to a cerebral infarct. Blood flow in this area is sufficient for tissue viability, but not sufficient for normal function.

In our opinion the cortical hypoperfusion and aphasia in this patient with a non-ischaemic lesion and an otherwise normal arteriography argues against a purely vascular explanation and requires at least an extension of this theory.

Perhaps another more satisfying explanation is the cortical diaschisis theory. Diaschisis is defined as a transient depression of the function of intact brain regions, remote from, but connected to a focal lesion. According to this theory cortical neuronal activity is critically decreased due to the loss of essential input from thalamocortical projections. Hypoperfusion is thus secondary to hypometabolism and loss of function. There is some support for this theory from animal experiments.

The exact anatomical basis for this process, however, is not entirely clear.

A wide range of subcortical lesions may produce language disturbances, including lesions of the ventrolateral thalamus, striatum, portions of the internal capsule and periventricular white matter. There have been attempts to correlate lesion sites to specific aphasia profiles. The undertaking, already a difficult one in this region with many different grey matter structures and fibre tracts tightly packed together, seems further complicated, if diaschisis effects are to be taken into account.

If the language disturbance is due solely to cortical dysfunctions, the specificity of the clinical picture of subcortical aphasia might be questioned. Some symptoms, however, are thought to be characteristic. A striking feature in many patients is the association with speech abnormalities, such as hypophonia. This may reflect interruption of extrapyramidal connections. Another common finding is the "transcortical" nature of the aphasia, that is spared repetition abilities.

Finally the language disorder in this previously healthy highly intelligent young man,
may be part of a more general disturbance of cognitive functions. It is tempting to correlate this with the demonstration of multiple areas of hypoperfusion in the cortex of the left hemisphere. Recently neurobehavioural deficits following lesions of subcortical structures have been described in detail. Further studies are needed to investigate the role of cortical diachisis as the underlying cause in these situations.
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